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The Commission’s approach in oneworld

 The Commission found that AA BA and Iberia would behave as a single The Commission found that AA, BA and Iberia would behave as a single 
entity on the transatlantic routes covered by the Joint Venture
– Sharing revenue would align the parties’ individual incentives not to 

compete, and thus would strengthen coordination on the different 
parameters of competition
– SchedulingScheduling
– Capacity coordination
– Pricing

M k ti– Marketing

 The Commission concluded that the JV has at its object the restriction of 
competition on 7 routes
– Presumption that the JV will generate significant anti-competitive 

effects
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Objections raised on 7 overlap city-pairs

Market definition: market for premium and non-premium passengers

City‐Pair  Nonstop  Nonstop Competitors  Markets

London‐NYC  AA, BA  CO, DL, Virgin  Premium

London‐Boston  AA, BA  Virgin  All

London‐Chicago  AA, BA  UA, Virgin  Premium

L d Mi i AA BA Vi i AllLondon‐Miami  AA, BA  Virgin  All

London‐Dallas  AA, BA  All
Madrid‐Miami AA IB Air Europa AllMadrid Miami  AA, IB  Air Europa All

Madrid‐Chicago  IB  All
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The likely anti-competitive effects?

 Although DG-Comp adopted a restriction-by-object approach, it supplemented this with an 
effects-based assessment, which was supported by:

– The parties will have high combined market sharesThe parties will have high combined market shares

– The parties are close competitor (direct service, frequencies and schedule, survey results)

R i l i h th t th it f i l d t ll f i– Regression analysis shows that the exit of carrier leads to a small fare increase on 
overlap city-pairs
– ~2% for premium passengers
– ~5% for non-premium passengers

– The combined frequencies will give the parties an insurmountable competitive advantage 
in the market for premium passengers; this is also known as the “S-curve effect”

– Barriers to entry and expansion are high (slot constraints + frequencies advantage for 
premium passengers)
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Barriers to entry and barriers to expansion?

H b d k t k i t b i Hub-and-spoke network may raise entry barriers 
– Hub airports may be congested 
– Hub carriers hold a cost advantage due to greater exploitation of traffic densities 

(feeder traffic)(feeder traffic)

 March 2008: EU-US “open-skies” agreement changes the competitive landscape for 
UK US ro tesUK-US routes
– BMI (part of Lufthansa) operates at LHR (large number of slots) and has its own 

feeder traffic to sustain transatlantic service
In 2008 AirFrance launched nonstop LHR LAX but exited with economic downturn– In 2008 AirFrance launched nonstop LHR-LAX but exited with economic downturn

 Point-to-point entry (without feeder traffic) is highly unlikely if route is not dense 
enough but UK US overlap city pairs are denseenough but UK-US overlap city-pairs are dense
– London-New York has the highest traffic density
– Virgin is a point-to-point carrier operating ex-London to US routes without much 

feeder traffic
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The likely efficiency gains

 Oneworld alliance brings together complementary airline networks Oneworld alliance brings together complementary airline networks
– BA and Iberia provide access to many European destinations where AA does not fly
– BA serves many more destinations in Africa, the Middle East and South Asia than 

its partners
– AA’s network in North America covers many destinations that are not served by 

either BA or Iberia

 Revenue sharing aligns the parties’ incentives to share efficiently their respective 
network
– Lower fares through the elimination of the double marginalisation on connecting 

routes
– Coordination on frequencies to improve quality of serviceq p q y
– Spreading schedule to offer better choice and increase number of connection 

opportunities
– Fare combinability

Opening new destinations– Opening new destinations
– Cost efficiencies (additional gains in economies of traffic density)
– FFP reciprocity (AA and BA)
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Do consumer benefit on interlining routes count to offset g
consumer harm on overlap routes?

 General principle: efficiency gains generated by a restrictive agreement within a General principle: efficiency gains generated by a restrictive agreement within a 
relevant market must be balanced against the anti-competitive effects within the 
same relevant market
– Efficiency gains vs. consumer harm on the same city-pair

 However, when markets are related, efficiencies in separate markets can be taken 
into account “provided that the group of consumers affected by the restriction and 
benefiting from the efficiency gains are substantially the same”
– Fare increase harms consumer X on overlap markets
– But fare reduction benefits consumer X on interlining markets

Do passengers flying on overlap city pairs also travel on interlining markets? Do passengers flying on overlap city-pairs also travel on interlining markets?
– Data analysis (FFP, Corporate customers, SME customers) shows that a 

significant proportion of customers also fly on related routes
– Quantification exercise shows significant consumer savingsg g

– e.g. LON-NYC: premium market [€6.8 - €36 mi] 
– e.g. LON-DFW: non-premium market [€2 - €9.5 mi]
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Economies of traffic density

Point-to-Point Network       vs.    Hub-and-spoke Network

H
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Higher traffic density on three spokes than on six



oneworld expected gains in economies of traffic density

Total traffic volume on hub routes depends also on connecting traffic (e g LHR Total traffic volume on hub routes depends also on connecting traffic (e.g. LHR-
DFW)

 The JV would attract additional passenger demand on interlining routes that the e J ou d a ac add o a passe ge de a d o e g ou es a e
carriers will funnel through the hub-to-hub routes due to:
– Lower fare through the elimination of “double marginalization” on interlining 

city-pairs
– Improved service on interlining routes: the JV gives the parties an incentive to 

optimize their schedule to reduce connecting time
– Combining traffic will enable parties to open new destinations for their 

respective customer baserespective customer base

 Increased connecting traffic is likely to lead to gains in economies of traffic density
– Increase load factors– Increase load factors
– Up-gauge some rotations
 Local traffic (hub-to-hub) on overlap routes would also benefit from cost 

reduction
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Unilateral effect revisited

H b t h b l i l ?Hub-to-hub overlap: a special case?

American  British 

GE

Airline AirwaysDFW

BA : 65 70% feeder traffic

LHR

H
BA : 65-70% feeder traffic
AA : 70-75% feeder traffic

F

Anti-competitive effect is not given: Must balance likely price 
increase with likely unit cost reduction for passengers on DFW-
LHR?
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Contrasting EU merger control and Article 101

C i i d t d t i ti b bj t h Commission adopted a restriction-by-object approach
 Presumption that the JV will lead to significant anti-competitive effects

 The key to rebut the competition concerns: introducing evidence about likely efficiency gains The key to rebut the competition concerns: introducing  evidence about likely efficiency gains
– A restriction-by-object approach implies that without evidence of efficiency gains, the 

Commission will not have to balance the pro and anti-competitive effects

Th f h th l t i i il t il t l ff t f h i t l Theory of harm on the overlap routes is similar to unilateral effects of horizontal mergers
– The Parties will no longer compete in the post-alliance world on the overlap markets  
– Once the JV is in place, the parties will internalize the cannibalization effect, which gives 

them an incentive to raise pricethem an incentive to raise price

 Merger control: Commission must first show that the transaction is likely to give rise to 
competition concerns

 Article 101: The Parties must first show that the JV is likely to give rise to efficiency gains 
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Balancing consumer harm vs. benefits

Q tifi ti ll b l i f ll d h t d b fit Quantification allow balancing of alleged harm vs. some expected consumer benefit 

– The Commission regression results were taken as the worst case scenario for the 
Parties

– Quantification of potential consumer harm on the 7 overlap routes

– Aggregation of likely consumer benefits from:

– the elimination of the double marginalization

– the cost efficiencies

fare combinability– fare combinability

– leave out gains from FFP reciprocity and from re-scheduling whose 
quantification was less reliable

– The expected consumer benefits outweigh the alleged consumer harm on all 7 
routes
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Economic debate: the glass is half full…

Post SO the Commission gave access to its data analysis by setting up a data Post- SO, the Commission gave access to its data analysis by setting up a data 
room
– We identified series of engaging issues with the price concentration regression 

analysisy
– Loose interpretation of reduced-form coefficients
– Error in the implementation of instruments (+ no clear rationale supporting 

the selection of instruments)the selection of instruments)

– Clustering problem affects the estimation of the standard errors 
(downward bias) 

Time trend vs time fixed effect– Time trend vs. time fixed effect

– Effect of the JV ≠ effect exit/entry

– We showed that price correlation were spurious
– Analysis did not control for seasonality effect 
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Economic debate: the glass is half empty…

 Post-SO, none of the issues identified in the data room were discussed

 Post-SO, the Commission appears only interested in negotiating remedies

 Article 9 decision (settlement with the parties) typically do not present any 
detail assessment
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Locations and contact

London Br sselsLondon Brussels

The Connection Bastion Tower
198 High Holborn Place du Champ de Mars 5 
London WC1V 7BD B–1050 Brussels 
T l h 44 20 7421 2410 T l h 32 2 792 0000Telephone +44 20 7421 2410 Telephone: +32 2 792 0000
Email: london@rbbecon.com Email: brussels@rbbecon.com

Th H M lbThe Hague Melbourne

Lange Houtstraat 37-39 Rialto South Tower, Level 27
2511 CV Den Haag 525 Collins Street
The Netherlands Melbourne VIC 3000 
Telephone: +31 70 302 3060 Telephone: +61 3 9935 2800
Email: thehague@rbbecon.com Email: melbourne@rbbecon.com

Johannesburg

Augusta House, Inanda Greens
54 Wierda Road West
Sandton, 2196, Johannesburg
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